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Since there’s like six different forms of him, I’m going to make this one long that focuses the key aspects of each form. Appearance (in all forms), personality (again, only in the human section), battle moves (all forms), history (since this is the same character spite the forms, history will only be in the human section), moods, which are good, bad, and battle, and most importantly… What are the unique traits of each character when they are in battle (or in battle), I’ll be starting off with the human form, hope you all enjoy. And yes, this will definitely be a long document =P

Name: Andrew Eclipse Kenshader, with the nickname Ace. 
Species: Human who can shape shift into a kangaroo, bear, an Absol, dragon, and cheetah.
Height: 5’8 (Human)
Age: 16
Weight: 116lbs (Human)
Gender: what do you think if someone has a name like Andrew? >_>;; (male)


Appearance
------------------

Andrew is somewhat of a skinny lad in human form, almost enough to when he stretches without a shirt, you can barely see his ribcages, but he’s actually a lot tougher then his physical appearance shows. Since he has a lot of heavy set friends, and like to play with him by lying, smooshing, or sitting on top of him, his body gradually managed to withstand the weight without all of his friends weights putting pressure on his body, so in a way, he can’t be killed by smooshing, in fact, he is indestructible XD. Anyways, his appearance is that of a white skinned human who has short brown hair that has two tuffs like hair that go downward left and right on his forehead (for those who seen some of my commission pics, you know what I’m talking bout), and brown eyes. He also has a special purple coloured triforce on the back of his left hand that appears on every form.




Usually the kind of clothing he is always seen wearing a navy blue hoodie and dark green sweatpants, but sometimes when the day is too hot or when he feels like it, he wears a T-Shirt that.. <Oookay this is a hard one to describe, since I designed it meself >_>;;>. Well, the t-shirt design is that of the middle part of the T-Shirt being mostly red, except for the bottom part where there’s a black bar going around the bottom part of the shirt till it stops only centimetres from each other, leaving a gap that’s like an inch wide and is filled with red. There’s a number that covers most of the front part of the shirt that says “93” in black numbers, and his sleeves are also mainly black, and like as to the bottom of the shirt, it’s mostly the same on the bottom of the sleeves, except instead of it being black, it’s red. As for the alternate pants he wears with the special shirt I made, it’s mostly beige jeans. His accessory is that of a golden chained necklace that has a small arrowhead on it that’s carved from a stone called tiger’s eye, and the other is that of a sheath strapped around his back that has his prized sword, the Amethyst Wind, what his sword looks like is that it has two amethyst stones on both sides of the blade (which means there are four amethyst stones in total), two of which are at the upper part, while the other two are at the bottom, the outer part of the handle being a circle shape with the inner part having the handle strapped around in brown leather, and the hilts being at an upward curve. There’s also a special emblem that’s near the handle that’s made out of (you guessed it) Amethyst, and there is an imprint of a strong tornado on it, the emblem on both sides of the blade. And don’t ask what his shoes are, they’re sneakers, as for design, let your imagination decide XD.

History
-------------

Ace was born into a very wealthy family that has been known to have many successes, being the youngest of three siblings, the middle child Rebecca, and the oldest Obi. His father Dylan Kenshader was a well known MLB major league baseball player for Daychen’s baseball team, the “Daychen Godfathers”,, bearing the jersey number #93 (get it now? =p) and was paid a hefty sum of money (like getting a $41 million dollar contract for a seven year deal) cause he is one of the key players that brought the World Series to the team twice. His mother Maria Pillar was a successful prosecutor that was well known around the place for bringing down some of the most notorious people, from mafia bosses to big time criminals, and since thanks to her job and being successful on cases, so the payment is pretty big, so in total recognition, his family was one of the richest in the city. He had a pretty good life, until at the age of 7 when the incident occurs.






It all happened on a mid summers day at the Kenshader family reunion, where all of Ace’s family relatives gathered at a large super market cause they rented the building for the day. Ace walked out of the super market to admire the stars because it was late at night in the parking lot, while all of the other family relatives were still inside of the supermarket. When all of the sudden there was a large explosion that ripped through the entire building like a roaring beast, killing everybody inside the building, including all of Ace’s family, leaving Ace all alone, with no family, nor any friends (cause in his life before the incident, Ace never had any friends). 

After that he was sent to an adoption center where the place was ruled by a cruel tyrant who had a serious dislike for pokémon anthros, furries, and animals who can understand the human language, so in other words, he only likes animals that don’t interact with humans at all, and animals that are beasts in the world. He didn’t like it there as he didn’t share views with the tyrant’s beliefs. Then one day while Ace was eight, while Ace taking a stroll, he noticed that a couple of the kids from the adoption center were picking on a ten year old fat Umbreon who got struck when it tried hide in the garbage can, Ace wanted to help the Umbreon so he threw rocks at the kids to scare them off, knowing that he’s going to feel the wrath of the owner when the kids tattle him. Ironically, the fat Umbreon is actually Tael when they met each other for the first time, because he happens to have light blue rings instead of the usual yellow ones most Umbreons have. That sparked a close friendship between the two, and Tael wanted to adopt Ace a little brother, so his parents did, and for like five years Tael and Ace lived under the same, they’re bond developing closer and closer, meeting new friends like Runch and Karlos, till Ace was thirteen and Tael was fifteen, when he received a will from his parents lawyer stating that he was officially old enough for him to receive a will that says will inherit all of his family’s money, and since his family is very rich, that means he’s inherited enough money for him to last a life time if used wisely. So he moved out of Tael’s house and decided to live in a house that’s not far away from where his friends live. As for the rest, well my story “The Calibre Key” will start of from where this left off.














Personality
----------------

Ace can be a bit complicated to understand when it comes to personality, when it comes to his friends, he is usually a very caring person who will fight for his friends to the end, and have some fun with them. He also is a very rare kind of human when it comes to money, cause unlike those stereotypical rich kids people see on TV, Ace is not the kind of person who likes to rub it into people’s face of the kind of stuff he gets a new kind of expensive stuff, or likes to ruins people’s days just cause he finds it fun, he’s the kind of guy I explained earlier, a kind of caring guy who will fight for his friends, and have some fun with them. He can also a bit of harmless joker when it comes to things that are sensitive to his friends, he will just make harmless jokes bout that certain thing, but he that doesn’t usually happen. But whenever he’s mentioned bout family, it brings him back into the memories of the explosion, and tries his best to push those memories out, and never show what is bothering him, in a way putting on a mask that shows his usual self, hiding his true feelings inside.

Now when it comes to people he never meets, or when it comes to missions (like in the stories that take place after The Calibre Key) he’s a bit of a lone wolf, who likes to work by himself, but in rare cases he accepts help. And always tries to figure out the connection to the strange happenings, and why is he in that world. Now most of you may not get this, but this kind of stuffs usually happens in the stories I’m working on that take place after what I said earlier, in other words, The Twin Sagas, and a few more.

Moods
-----------

Good Mood= Friendly, calm, playful, and is much of a helper in a good mood, and can’t help but put in a harmless joke bout the things that are sensitive to his friends.
Bad Mood= Can be a bit short tempered, impatient, sarcastic, usually ignores advice, and always rushes into things without thinking.
Battle zone (or mood)= When in the battle mood, he can be pretty intelligent and think of any way to beat his opponent in whatever form he’s in when he looks at the situation, is pretty much of a unique battler in human form, but straightforward in other forms, reason why I’ll explain later. And is calm so that he can assess the situation, but when he’s desperate, he just rushes without coming up with a plan.






In Battle (human form)
------------------

Whenever Ace is in human form, he tends to battle by using his special sword, Amethyst Wind, to use moves that involve the wind, and since it’s hard to learn a new wind based move, Ace only knows less then ten moves that involve the wind, but each of them are very helpful in battle, and he’s usually very good in this kind of battle.

Ace is also pretty good without his swords, he knows regular punch and kicks in this form if he doesn’t have his sword with him, and since he‘s pretty slim, he can move with swift and perform a fist/kick attack with speed, however there is a downside.

Since Ace usually battles with his sword, Ace only knows bout regular moves that only involve his fist and legs, so he doesn‘t have a pretty good chance if he doesn‘t have his sword with him, there’s also the possibility that Ace can’t control his wind and it can backfire on him, but that’s really rare. And on top of that, Ace’s small size also has a weakness, whenever someone uses a move that involves full force of his/her weight on Ace, sometimes it can result in instant defeat for Ace because he would probably have no chance of getting out, but again that’s a 50/50 chance.

Battle Moves
-----------------
Wind based moves that involve the Amethyst Wind
-------------------


Geyser= probably a good arsenal to avoid head on collision based attacks; Ace basically slams the blade part of his sword into the ground beneath him, and waits. Air pressure starts to build in the ground thanks to the sword, forming like a compressed air bubble that’s ready to burst, the key to how Ace lifts in the air thanks to lifting out of nothing is that he just moves his sword just an inch down, more then enough to make the bubble burst, and releasing compressed air that sends Ace flying, but he has mastered it, so he can basically use it to dodge the kinds of attacks I stated earlier.

Blue Nova Wave= Probably Ace’s main attack, sides the usual sword swinging most sword users (like Link =P) does. What Ace does is that he channels his powers into the sword, where it emits a blue aura around the blade, and when Ace swings, he releases a glowing blue boomerang that has travels fast and has a lot of raw power, but luckily the only thing it can do to living things is that it will damage them, and send them flying backwards. 


Gale Angel= basically this helps Ace in what I call “Sky Combat” or in laymen terms, battling in the skies |3. Basically what Ace does is he swirls the tip of the blade to the ground, which then causes the magical breeze the sword creates to rush upward. What happens is that the rushing wind creates invisible eagle like wind wings that allow to give Andrew flight, and fight the enemies that use the skies for a battleground, and don’t worry, he can control his wing movements =P

Air Wall= this move basically creates a wall made out of pure air, and it can only be solid to the one who creates it, and that is Ace. This mainly used to make an upper strike with the sword, like by jumping off the wall once high enough, and then striking the baddie with the upper strike.

Piande Armour= this is probably Ace’s most essential move, what he does is swirl the sword sideways like a baton above his head, this basically summons special kinds of wind that spreads around Ace, making a knights armour around him that makes him look like an Amethyst Knight in shining armour, he mainly uses this for defence, and it also helps to cover his identity just in case he wants to help somebody, but doesn’t want them to know bout his identity and the fact he has wind powers. 

And before you ask, yes he can also make tornadoes with his sword XP

Form #2

Species: Cheetah
Height: 5’10
Weight: varies

Appearance
----------------

Well, in all due retrospect, Ace looks like any regular anthro cheetah, wears the same kind of clothes as he does in human form, has black spots, and lots more that any kind of cheetah has, along with the same brown hair and eyes. This time however, when Ace is an anthro cheetah, he can fatten up to a lot of proportions thanks to his metabolism being much slower then usual, and along with his friends having fun by stuffing him to immense sizes when he is in cheetah form, and a couple of his other forms. But he doesn’t mind being a big kitty; he usually enjoys being a fat anthro from time to time. 




In Battle
--------------

In this form, the greatest strength is his speed; he can run up to over 200 miles an hour, at the speed of the regular cheetah. He uses that to do attacks at a great pace of speed and hit’s the baddies sometimes before they even react. Another advantage is that since he is usually skinny in this form, he doesn’t have to worry bout getting tired during the battle. But like in his default human form, this form does have its flaws. 

Ace in cheetah form reacts like a regular cat in a couple of ways, one of which is the feline dislike of water, so when Ace is in water, or someone uses a water based attack on him, well, it can result in him being distracted on getting the water off his fur, giving the opponent an easy chance to hit him (force of habit when in cheetah form). Another problem is that when he gets fat, his speed automatically decreases to that of a slow runner, which gives the opponent a lot of opportunities to attack, which is why whenever Ace wants to battle in feline form, he makes sure he stays thin. 

List of Cheetah attacks
-------------

Spotted wall kick= What Ace does with this attack is that he purposely lets the opponent chase him to a wall (it can be any kind of wall), and when the timing is right, he jumps to the wall where he lands his right foot onto the wall, pushes himself away from the wall and does a backward flip, and uses his other foot to kick the opponent right in the butt, sending him straight into the wall, a real headache for the opponent =3

Claw Swipe= This form is like a cheetah version of Fury Swipe, Ace extends out his claws, and uses them to swipe at his opponents at a very fast pace, usually he manages to scratch his opponents like 12 times with just one try, but if he really goes into speed drive, he can do it with double the amount.

Innocent Trickery= Probably Ace’s most devious move, ever hear of the trick “Puppy Eyes”, where you make big puppy dog eyes and do a little bit of a whimper? This is somewhat like that, only Ace’s purrs instead of whimpers, and when the opponent falls for it, he lands a punch or kick straight into the opponents gut. Guess it holds the meaning of “Don’t fall for it” now does it?





Sonic Trip= Ace starts by going on all fours, he then runs to his opponent at higher speedc then usual, cause when Ace is on four, his speed almost doubles to that when he runs on two. When he gets close enough to his opponent, he uses his tail to purposely trip his opponents by wrapping around on of his legs, and tries to drag him over ten metres down the field, enough to make anybody bit dizzy.

But sides these special moves, he regularly uses punches and kicks, but he usually doesn’t use his wind moves, cause he wants to have a challenge.


Form #3

Species: (Albino) Antilopine Kangaroo
Height: 6’0
Weight: usually 490lbs, but can be bigger or smaller

Appearance
--------------

Most likely Ace’s second heaviest form, his roo form is that of an albino Antilopine Kangaroo, or in other words, instead of the regular coloured fur an Antilopine Kangaroo has; Ace’s fur is snow white. Having the same short brown hair he has in other forms, this time though thanks to his rather rotund roo size, the only kind of clothing he can wear is his navy blue hoodie and his t-shirt, pants are way out of the question =P. And yes, like his cheetah form, his roo form can get fatter or slimmer.

In Battle
-------------

Ace’s roo form greatest strength is pretty much of a no brainer, like his cheetah’s forms great speed, he can jump at good distances, and can dodge attacks pretty well by bouncing out of the way. His tail also comes at a good advantage, since it’s considered the bigger then most oh his tail, and chubbier then a regular kangaroo tail, he can use it as like a weapon and take out his opponent. But you know that no one can be a god modder can you? 

The weaknesses of being in roo form are for one, since this form is the second heaviest out of all of his forms, he is actually really slow, and can’t avoid attacks as easy as his other forms. Another weakness is since that Ace hasn’t been in roo form a lot, he still has slight problems with his jumping sometimes, like he can slip, jump to far or to short. But still, this is one of Ace’s most useful forms.

List of Roo attacks
------------------------

One Two Kick= Basically what Ace does is when he stands only a couple of inches away from his target, he stands on his thick tail and basically kicks him once with his left foot into it‘s stomach, and the second time with his right foot right into it’s face. That puts the meaning of the “One Two Kick” name =P

Meteor Stomp=  Whenever Ace gets his roo jumping right, he uses this move to take out the enemy with just one blow. What he does is jump high into the air, and focuses on his target, he then extends both of legs out and puts his feet next to one another. Like a meteor, he crashes into the opponent and manages to hit his opponent like a meteor, and since he’s really heavy, that puts double the power.

Bouncy Torpedo= Ace bounces around his opponent, waiting for the right chance to strike when his opponent is confused. When that time comes, he then lunges towards his opponent and head butts into him like a torpedo.

Catapult= What he does is to make the opponent dizzy enough by any means necessary, and when it’s good enough, he tricks to the opponent to sit on his feet when he lies down and lifts feet into the air. He then pulls his feet back, and forces on of them out so that the opponent would be at the right distance. The name comes when he uses his other feet to kick the opponent right in the butt, sending him flying =P

But other then these special forms for his kangaroo form, he uses regular punches and kicks, and can also use the Amethyst Wind as well.

Form #4

Species: Spirit Bear (Kermode Bear)
Height: 7’10
Weight: over 1 tonne (and yes, he can be bigger or smaller)

Appearance
-----------------

This is definitely Ace’s biggest, and heaviest form, the form of a Spirit Bear. Still having his short brown hair, only his fair is grey that is a bit light, and that he is really fat, like being over 4 feet wide. The only kind of clothing he wears is, again, the navy blue hoodie, or the shirt, but he sometimes goes without any clothing, showing all of his bigness. He can also go bigger or smaller in this form, but being smaller in this form is very unlikely, as in this forms motto “Bigger is better, and Stronger.” And yes, this also means that this forms advantage is strength.
In Battle
---------------

As I stated earlier, the biggest advantage of his bear form is that of his strength, he can probably lift someone that is three times his own weight, and can perform a pretty good move on them, or throw them at a small, but good distance. His big size also comes at a good advantage, since he weighs over 2 000 lbs, he can simply smoosh his opponents until they surrender. And finally, there’s the fact that his claws are very sharp, like cut through thin metal sharp, but again, like the forms before this one, there are flaws bout it. 

Probably the most obvious flaw bout it is the size, while it does make Ace a walking giant, and can lift really heavy things, since he’s technically big in fat terms, he can be sluggishly slow at times, cause he runs out of energy very quickly. Another problem with his form is whenever he falls down, he can have some difficulty getting himself up, like maybe even minutes, which is why whenever he spots an attack that involves tripping someone, he best avoids it. And finally, there’s the fact that when Ace in bear form sometimes smells honey, he has a slight tendency to act like Monterey Jack when it comes to cheese (if you watch Chip ’n Dale: Rescue Rangers, you know what I mean).

List of Bear Attacks
------------------------

Rolling Kick= Basically what Ace does is he gets into a boulder like position. and rolls around his opponent till he gets behind him. He then kicks the opponent right in the butt, sending him toppling to the ground, simple as that.

Belly Trampoline= When an opponent runs towards Ace’s belly, he can simply use his massive belly to make them bounce back.. Far XP

Flying Mountain= A move he learned from a good friend of his, Fanimal. Basically, he just pounces on his opponent, may not be much, but when at this weight, yeah it can be powerful XD

Grande Javelin= He grabs his opponents and starts running, until he stops and at the same time, throws his opponent like a javelin. And don’t worry folks, Ace is skilled at throwing them at a spot he wants them to land, so usually it’s in a place where the biggest casualty is a severe case of dizziness, and a bit of bruising.

But sides that, regular punches and kicks, and uses the Amethyst Wind to.






Form #5

Species: Dragon
Height: 6’1 (anthro form) 14’2 long (feral form).
Weight: 141lbs (anthro form) 1500lbs (feral form)

Appearance
---------------

Ace’s dragon form, both feral and anthro, is somewhat complicated to explain. Both of his form are dark green with a navy blue belly colour, with glazing purple eyes that represent his colour well, with the fact there is a round amethyst stone embedded on his forehead. There’s also three large silver horns on the top of his head that are curved backwards like combed hair, and it looks really stylish on him. His wings are nothing short of extraordinary, the outer part being dark green, but the membranes are a glittering purple, like it was made of amethyst (yes, I love the amethyst gemstone <3). The spikes that go along on his back are in the colour of dark blue, and he has something that really is unique among other dragons, going along on his sides are gemstones that each represent of the knights that he and his friends are. From up and down (in anthro form) and from left to right (in feral form) are, amethyst, sapphire, ruby, emerald, amber, diamond, aquamarine, silver, citrine, and onyx. The only difference between feral and anthro form are heights, in anthro form he is 6’1, in feral form when he’s standing on his two wind legs he’s 14’2.

In Battle
---------------

When in battle, this is probably the most useful form out there, cause like his human form, he can battle on both air and on land. Using his claws, his special elemental breath (I’ll explain that later), and probably a lot more. Another useful thing is that it’s swift, like you can manage to avoid attacks easily. 





The downside of this form is that when his wings get really wet, his chances of flying are next to none, so he tries to make sure to stay away from water. Another problem he learned is that the two dragon forms have one flaw for each, the feral form is too big to fit through cave openings whenever the opponent enters a cave opening that’s 8 feet around, and as for his anthro form, well it’s not really as powerful.

List of Dragon attacks
-------------

Elemental Breath= Probably Ace’s most powerful attack, even more so then some of his wind attacks. Remember those gemstones that were on his sides that I told you bout earlier? Those gemstones channel the elements into Ace’s body, allowing him to breathe the element based on what gemstone he using to channel. Of course you know Amethyst is wind, but for the others, Ruby is fire, Sapphire is water, Emerald is wood, Diamond is light, Amber is earth, Aquamarine is Ice, Silver is steel, Citrine is lightning, and finally Onyx is darkness. Since clearly each one is unique, I’ll tell you each one.

Cyclone (Amethyst)= He breathes out a cylinder shape cyclone that rams into the opponent, and spins him around till he stops breathing it and the cyclone disappears, sending the opponent toppling to the ground.

Flamethrower (Ruby)= Pretty self explanatory, Ace breaths fire like a flamethrower and roasts his opponent.

Poison Pedals (Emerald)= He breathes out flower pedals and leafs, but these pedals are very poisonous, and when it touches a body, it can literally burn the fur and a couple of skin layers.

Rock Bullet (Amber)= Ace spews out tiny rocks that travel over 100 feet a second, they may not be enough to kill a person, but when it hits someone, it will definitely sting.

Shadow Reaper (Onyx)= This kind of Elemental breath is that he spews out a shadow void that when it wraps around an opponent, it can make the opponents worst fears come true, sort of like defeating them by insanity.

Glacier Mist Breeze (Aquamarine)= Ace gently breathes out an icy mist that can freeze an opponent into an ice cube, making them immobile from a few minutes to a couple of hours, depending on the temperature.

Hydro Tsunami (Sapphire)= Ace breathes out like a wave of water at the opponent, like his lungs and belly were an ocean of water. 

Lightning Spear Spread (Citrine)= When Ace uses this move, he breathes out multiple lightning spears that when hitting an opponent, it can electrocute them, perfect for multiple enemies.

Molten Steel (Silver)= He breathes out red hot molten steel that can doesn’t kill the opponent, what it does it actually goes around the opponent and encases the opponent in a shell of steel, living only the face open for him to breath,  cause Ace is no murder =P 

Heaven’s Light Beam (Diamond)= He breathes out a light beam that when it hits an opponent, it can burn the opponent and leave a nasty burn.

But he can still use the sword, and use his wings, tail, arms and legs for attacks, just not unique. =P

Form #6

Species: Absol (pokémon)
Height: 6’3
Height: 139lbs

Appearance
-------------

Ace looks like an Absol in anthro form, though the only difference is that he wears dark green sweatpants or beige jeans, has brown eyes instead of red, and that’s pretty much it. Yeah, nothing special ^^;


In Battle
------------

Think of it as like a pokémon battle, Ace can use poké moves that he knows (up to four that is) against his opponents, and can use his sword to make his wind moves, along with the regular punches and kicks. Surprisingly though, Ace in Absol form has a lot more powerful punches and kicks then he does in human form.

The only downside of this form is like any other pokémon, he has a limited number of the moves, so when he doesn’t have any of that energy anymore, he can only relies either on his punches or kicks, or his sword. 


List of Attacks
------------------

Hyper Beam= Ace sends out a powerful orange beam at his opponent, that can send the opponent flying.

Shadow Ball= unlike the move in the games, this one sends a giant shadow ball that can really damage the opponent.

Shadow Claw= Uses his claws to emit a powerful blow that involves hitting the opponents shadow, so that he can damage the opponent but without putting physical damages on him.

Sucker Punch= Sending a punch right into the opponents face, depending the opponent, it can result in instant knockout, or might take a few more.


And that’s all, hope you all enjoy this, and learned a lot bout my character =)







 








